Jack and Jill walk down a street. Jack walks defiantly ahead of Jill, who drags her teddy bear along behind her.

Jack turns, "I can't believe you're bringing that stupid bear."
Jill responds, "He's not stupid! He's my friend!"

The pair arrive at the skate park.

The sky is becoming overcast.
'Mom said that if it rains we have to go home,' Jill reminds Jack.

'I know what she said, bro,' Jack responds.

He leaves her by the curb and moves towards his friends, who are heard off camera teasing him for bringing his bear-loving sister. Jack joins the crowd, agreeing with Jill's childishness.

Jill is center frame, playing with her bear. Off camera, we hear the skateboarders having fun. 'Watch this!' a random boarder says.
He looks hurt.

'Hey are you okayy man?? 'Dude he is not moving!!

CPR Teddy's begin to glow, camera focuses on Jill's face, as she stares at him in awe.

Camera cut back to CPR Teddy.
CPR Teddy, is now alive and transformed.

"Tommy's fallen and he can't get up!" Jill exclaims. "Tell them not to move him!" CPR Teddy replies. "They never listen to me!" Jill says.

"They'll listen to me!" CPR Teddy runs over, and grabs a wayward skateboard.

CPR Teddy does some tricks.
He gets to the crowd and stops by stepping on the back of the board. He holds it in his hands confidently.

"Alright guys listen up. Tommy here took a nasty fall. NOBODY touch him."
CPR teddy looks at Jack. "Jack, go call 9-11."


The rest of the boys stand in a circle around Tommy and CPR Teddy.

"If you guys ever fall down and hurt your head or neck, make sure you don't move. Have somebody call for help."
Jack hurries back to the crowd. "The ambulance is here!"

"Time for me to go. Remember: don't be scared—be prepared." Teddy says, jumping on the board and skating off. Camara follows Teddy as he skates away into the distance.

Camera cuts back to the crowd. We see the end of a stretcher being loaded into the ambulance.